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Design Team revamps Trinity's Mentoring Program 
CHRIS BULFINCH '18 
NEWS EDITOR 
College is a significant 
transition in anyone's life. 
Academics, athletics, and 
social life all change rad-
ically and evolve during 
a freshman's first year of 
college - and some peo· 
ple find more success 
than others at managing 
the transition. Trinity 
is aware of this, and has 
implemented a variety 
of programs aimed at 
easing the transition as 
much as possible. Ban· 
tam Beginnings, orienta -
tion, Quest, and notably 
the first-year mentoring 
program all serve to accli-
mate new freshmen to the 
Trinity experience. While 
all of that looks great on 
paper, in practice, these 
programs have been met 
COURTESY OF Trinity College Office of Communications 
A group of Trinity students, facutly and staff gather to discuss the future of student orientation. 
with varying degrees of 
success, and this vari · 
ability has very real con-
sequences. Trinity's re· 
tention rate is dropping. 
Increasingly, the college 
is seeing people leaving, 
citing a lack of variety 
of social options, a lack 
of genuine social connec· 
tions, and a less-than· 
ideal location, among 
many other things. This 
is having profound re· 
percussions. Retention 
is a factor considered in 
college rankings, where 
Trinity has been suffering 
of late. Fewer students 
enrolled creates, very 
logically, a drop in reve· 
nue, something Trinity 
certainly doesn't need at 
the moment. Lastly, and 
arguably most important· 
ly, Trinity misses out on 
the opportunity of having 
many talented students, 
who have the potential to 
enrich campus life. That 
isn't a platitude either -
most of the people who 
transfer generally don't 
leave because they find 
see MENTORING on page 5 
Super Bo-wl XLIX proves to be one for Bantam Bazaar to donate 
the books, especially for the Patriots funds to Oxfam this year 
PETER PRENDERGAST '16 
A&EEDITOR 
The New England Patri-
ots are Super Bowl Cham· 
pions, again. In fact, they 
have just been crowned 
world champions for the 
fourth time in the last four-
teen years. 
The Pats bested the Seat· 
tle Seahawks, 2013's cham· 
pions, in a most stressful, 
exciting and gut-wrenching 
way. The game was slated 
to be one of the most evenly 
matched contests in Super 
Bowl History and it abso· 
lutely lived up to the hype. 
Seattle represented the NFC 
with arguably the best de· 
fense and the top ranked 
rushing offense in the NFL, 
featuring the "soft spoken" 
star running back Mar· 
sha wn Lynch, the notori · 
ously verbal corner Richard 
Sherman and the nice guy 
quarterback, Russell Wilson. 
The Patriots, who were 
favored by Vegas odds mak· 
ers by just a single point, 
entered the game boasting a 
five time Super Bowl veteran 
quarterback in Tom Brady, a 
towering wrecking ball tight 
end with Rob Gronkowski 
and Derelle Revis, a star 
corner back who is feared by 
even the league's fastest and 
more dominant receivers. 
The game remained 
scoreless through the first 
quarter until Tom Brady 
connected with wide receiver 
Brandon LeFell for a smooth 
11 ·yard touchdown pass 
with just 9:51 to play in the 
half. Seattle answered back 
minutes later with an all too 
familiar 3-yard touchdown 
run. With a minute to play 
see SUPERBOWL on page 9 
cnn.com 
Patriots defend their position as the Seahawks come close to scoring a touchdown at the Superbowl. 
JAKE VILLARREAL '17 
STAFF WRITER 
The Bantam Bazaar 
1s an annual event that 
is essentially a large tag 
sale. The items on display 
for sale are comprised of 
goods from several ven · 
dor stands as well as do· 
nated items form Trinity 
students'; things like fur· 
niture, clothing, games, 
etc. Right now the Office 
of Civic Engagement is 
soliciting donations from 
students for the event 
through things like their 
poster campaign, and 
mailbox advertisements. 
You may have seen these 
around campus. If you 
have anything you'd be 
willing to part with, or 
need to clean up, deposit 
it in the box outside the 
Office of Civic Engage· 
ment in the downstairs of 
Mather, or contact Brid-
get Tevnan via her Trinity 
e·mail. 
This year, all of the 
profits from the Bantam 
Bazaar are going to Ox-
fam, an international non· 
pro.fit dedicated to ending 
poverty by working with 
grassroots organizations 
in developing nations. In 
response to the Ebola ep· 
idemic, they are ramping 
up support for communi· 
ty health workers in West 
Africa by supplying water, 
hygiene equipment, and 
sanitation to treatment 
and care centers, as well 
as boosting mass publica · 
tions about the disease. It's 
incredibly important that 
organizations like this, as 
well as Doctors Without 
Borders, are supported in 
the heat of the crisis so 
that they can maximize 
the good they are able to 
do. Hopefully this will lead 
to containment and then 
eradication of the disease 
before it has a chance to 
spread even further. All of 
this means that any items 
the students choose to do-
nate will help save lives, 
and support an estab-
lished organization. 
The Bantam Bazaar 
was started five years 
ago in 2010 by Lindsey 
Eichler '08 (now Lindsey 
Tengatenga). She worked 
as a graduate assistant in 
the Office of Community 
Service and Civic Engage-
ment from 2008 to 2011. 
The Bazaar was started as 
see BAZAAR on page 6 
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Tripod Editorial 
Measles outbreak provides reminder 
about the importance of vaccinations 
Fifteen years ago the 
United States sought to erad· 
icate the highly contagious 
disease known as Rubeola, 
more commonly referred to 
as Measles. An abundance 
of resources and concentrat· 
ed efforts were focused on 
measles eradication through 
vaccination due to the high· 
ly infectious nature of the 
disease. Before the vaccine 
was invented, 500 Americans 
died annually from the dis· 
ease. 
Ninety percent of unvac· 
cinated people who come 
in contact with the disease 
become infected, placing 
Measles among the most 
contagious viruses and also 
making the entire population 
very susceptible to sudden 
outbreaks. The respiratory 
disease is caused by a virus, 
which spreads through the 
air via coughing or sneezing. 
Once the virus is transmitted 
it lays dormant in its host for 
up to two weeks. The first 
symptoms include high fe-
ver, cough, conjunctivitis and 
a runny nose. Then a dot· 
ted red rash, the hallmark 
of Measles, starts to spread 
from head to toe. 
Despite the fact that the 
disease has been absent from 
the United States for over a 
decade, a sudden resurgence 
occurred just before Christ-
mas at Disneyland in Cali-
fornia. What started off as a 
small outbreak of just seven 
cases at the amusement park 
has multiplied at an alarm-
ing rate to 84 confirmed cas· 
es in 14 states. Some states 
near the outbreak have even 
higher estimates of people 
who may have been infected. 
Anxiety has been running 
especially high in Arizona, 
where state officials have 
estimated that 1,000 people 
have been exposed, due the 
fact that thousands arrived 
for the Super Bowl. 
It is perplexing to try to 
understand how the outbreak 
has continued to spread de· 
spite the fact that there is a 
vaccine and that measles has 
reportedly been extinguished 
in the United States. 
One trend that may have 
contributed to perpetuating 
the outbreak is a growing 
antivaccination movement. 
A statistically significant 
group of parents across the 
country have started to turn 
away from vaccinating their 
children. 
While the measles out-
break highlights this issue, 
it is not only disease that 
parents have stopped vacci-
nating for. Nearly one in four 
children have not received 
all recommended vaccina -
tions. These include what 
some would consider routine 
vaccinations like for polio, 
mumps, rubella, teatanus 
and diphtheria. 
The initial antivacci· 
nation movement gained 
momentum when vaccines 
were wrongfully linked with 
causing autism. This began 
to create pockets of unvac· 
cinated communities, which 
have subsequently weakened 
our country's herd immunity. 
This herd immunity means 
that the vaccinated majority 
will protect a minority that 
is either too young to be vac· 
cinated or compromised in 
some way. However if these 
pockets continue to grow, 
they will make the entire 
population vulnerable. 
Despite evidence disprov· 
ing the link between vacci· 
nations and autism, many 
parents are still rejecting 
vaccines. The new basis for 
these decisions now rests on 
the idea of a more natural 
lifestyle. Some parents have 
gone even so far as say that 
they don't want "too many 
toxins" entering their chil · 
dren's bodies in the form of 
vaccinations. 
While I believe in the 
freedom of choice and am 
against proposing a solution 
that forces reluctant parents 
to vaccinate their children, I 
do think there needs to be a 
system in place that better 
educates parents making 
these decisions. This is espe· 
cially true since there are no 
federal laws concerning vac· 
cination protocols and states 
are left to their own discre-
tion in prescribing a policy. 
It is becoming of increas-
ing importance that the U.S. 
healthcare system begins 
to more strongly encourage 
vaccinations. After all, an 
ounce of prevention is worth 
a pound of cure. 
-CCSN 
Between bigotry and sensitivity: negotiating Political Correctness 
Over the past week, 
Jonathan Chait's article, 
"How the Language Police 
are Perverting Liberalism," 
published in the New York 
Magazine has garnered a lot 
of criticism. Chait builds his 
article by suggesting the way 
the definition of 'political 
correctness' has weakened 
over the past twenty-five 
years, to a point where it is 
used to denote [excessive] 
politeness, to evade 'hard 
truths,' or to prevent 'mi-
cro-aggressions.' That said, 
his argument takes a contro-
versial turn when he claims 
that "political correctness is 
a style of politics in which 
the more radical members of 
the left attempt to regulate 
political discourse by defin-
ing opposing views as bigot-
ed and illegitimate." To illus· 
trate this argument, Chait 
references a variety of situa -
tions across college campus· 
es. This makes the question 
of the validity of 'political 
correctness,' through Chait's 
lens, and otherwise, a topic 
worthy of further introspec-
tion. 
Although I have to ac-
knowledge the flaw in Chait's 
overarching argument, as 
it seems to reject any type 
of social change that could 
occur via the dismissal of 
particular ideas that legit-
imately, based on the free-
dom of expression and oth · 
er legal frameworks-can be 
comprehended as offensive 
or bigoted. Denying the va -
lidity of such sentiments, 
would sterilize the trajec-
tory of moral progress that 
liberalism is founded upon. 
Given the subjective nature 
of what may be deemed as 
politically incorrect or not, 
it is difficult to clearly out· 
line what behavior is ap· 
propriate, and acceptable, 
and what isn't. Looking at 
the past for examples- the 
abolishment of slavery, or 
the taboo that society places 
on anti-Semitism and racial 
slur celebrate the victories of 
what it now means to be po· 
litically correct. Allowing in· 
dividuals the chance to voice 
their opinions towards ideas 
should render society into a 
progressively more respect-
ful and sensitive community. 
That said, a question that I 
am challenged with, and is 
also raised in Chait's article 
is -is where does one set the 
boundaries for what may be 
considered to be appropri-
ately sensitive and polite, 
or conversely· legitimately 
offensive. 
With respect to microag· 
ression· "small social slights 
that may cause searing 
trauma," Chait provides an 
example of how professors 
must often attach 'trigger 
warning' while addressing 
things in a way that could be 
perceived as insulting. An-
other example, referenced a 
protest led by Native Amer-
ican students who found 
the description- 'indegenous 
with an uppercase I' to be of-
fensive. The question of po-
litical correctness from this 
standpoint renders simple 
language, or grammar as a 
potential weapon. As a po· 
litical science major, I real· 
ize that I have been taught 
to be very conscious with my 
choice of words particularly 
while discussing 'debated 
subjects,' to avoid accidently 
expressing a lack of e~pa -
thy or even worse· hurting a 
sentiment. Yet, does my consid · 
eration in wording my opinions 
'appropriately' reveal my own 
sensibility, or rather the hyper-
sensitivity of our culture and 
society in general, to the mild-
est, and most minute things? 
While 'political ·correctness' 
is a useful tool that allows 
for comfortable conversation 
amongst diverse individuals, 
we have to acknowledge the 
pitfalls of falling into the trap 
of utilizing this tool too much. 
Why do we distinguish between 
politeness, and direct (but per-
haps not the most flattering) 
ways of addressing feelings? 
And, consequently, how can we 
prevent language as a medium 




"American Sniper" cinematically depicts a military legend 
RYAN MURPHY '17 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
If you want to get your 
annual military movie fix, 
want a truly uncensored 
depiction of the brutality 
of life at war, or just want 
to get your blood pumping 
a little, check out Clint 
Eastwood's "American 
Sniper." The film, which 
depicts the riveting and 
precise life of legendary 
American sniper, Chris 
Kyle, in the Iraq War, has 
grossed nearly $250 mil· 
lion and sparked contro· 
versy nationwide. 
Many viewed Kyle's 
actions in the war as he· 
roic and applauded him 
for his service and dedi · 
cation to his country. 0th· 
ers were disgusted with 
the idea of honoring a 
man who killed hundreds 
of people. Many, such as 
Eastwood's long time ad-
versary and fellow movie 
director Michael Moore, 
also denounced the film 
on the premise that it 
"rewrites history" and 
has inaccurate details 
throughout. 
While certain plot as· 
pects may not be 100 
percent historically ac· 
curate, they are cursory 
and should be overlooked. 
The focus of the movie is 
not to give a historical 
account of the Iraq War, 
but rather to detail the 
life of American hero, 
Chris Kyle. Regardless of 
whether or not you think 
a man who has killed 
hundreds should be re· 
vered, there is no doubt 
that Kyle is an American 
hero. 
He honorably served 
his country, carrying 
out his duties as a snip· 
er and even abandoning 
his post to help serve on 
the ground with fellow 
soldiers. He is officially 
credited with 160 kills, 
a number that is widely 
accepted to be a huge un · 
derestimation. Kyle men· 
tioned in his book that 
his sole reason for kill-
ing Iraqis was to protect 
his men. Bradley Cooper, 
who plays Kyle m the 
film, skillfully portrays 
Kyle's protective instinct, 
showing the anguish he 
often felt when sniping 
the enemy. 
Although exhilarating 
at times, this is not the 
type of movie that will 
get your American pride 
bursting through your 
chest, making you want 
to enlist m the armed 
forces yourself. It is no 
"Lone Survivor," a film 
which had you on the 
edge of your seat, pulling 
for the soldiers as if they 
were your family. Rather, 
Eastwood offers the stark 
reality of war, and em· 
phasizes the effects it can 
have on soldiers' minds 
and their relationships 
with their families. 
Bradley Cooper does 
a fantastic job showing 
how war never leaves 
you once you've experi · 
enced it. While at home, 
he constantly thinks of 
his men on the battlefield 
and questions how he 
could be of help to them. 
Everything he does back 
in the states somehow re· 
minds him of the war, so 
much so that he is hard-
ly the same man he was 
before. 
If there's anyone you 
really find yourself pull -
ing for throughout the 
movie it's Kyle's wife, 
Taya, played by Sien -
na Miller. She embodies 
the difficulties faced by 
military wives and is the 
mother of two children. 
This rings especially true 
when she faces the chal · 
lenge that Kyle and she 
can't seem to see eye to 
eye when they're home 
together. The ever· grow-
ing rift in their relation· 
ship, as Kyle journeys 
through his four tours, 
pulls at your heart· 
strings and will have you 
praying they find a way 
to make it work. 
When the movie is set 
on the battlefield, howev· 
er, you'll find yourself in 
pure silence, just watch· 
ing. Eastwood and Coo· 
per do a magnificent job 
of letting viewers into 
the sniper's perspective, 
especially when looking 
through the crosshairs of 
the scope. 
You will gain an ap· 
preciation of the preci· 
sion and calculations of 
war, whether you are a 
supporter or not. East-
wood doesn't try to hide 
the gruesome and un -
pleasant, if anything he 
wants you to see it all. 
In doing so, he helps you 
truly understand the sac· 
rifice and risk that Amer-
ican soldiers take to hon-
or the United States. 
The camaraderie 
amongst the soldiers and 
their absolute admira-
tion of Chris Kyle shines 
through as much as any-
thing. "The Legend," 
as they called him, is 
the epitome of what ev-
ery soldier wants to be-
hardworking, dedicated, 
and worthy of respect. 
That admiration 
and dedication shines 
through the most in the 
final battle scene. While 
the majority of the mov-
ie leaves you in awe and 
silence, the final scene 
will get you right on the 
edge of your seat wishing 
you could jump into the 
screen and help yourself. 
Despite whatever po-
litical, moral, or religious 
beliefs you may have, this 
is a must see movie. It of-
fers a unique perspective 
that has never been seen 
before, and watching is 
nothing short of a hum-
bling experience. You will 
undoubtedly leave the 
theater in silence, with 
endless thoughts pour-
ing through your brain. 
Next stop on Senator Warren's political journey 
WILLIAM WINTER '18 
STAFF WRITER 
While many believe 
Democratic and Repub-
lican presidential candi · 
dates are nearly all se· 
lected, some people have 
circulated rumors about 
Massachusetts' Sena· 
tor Elizabeth Warren as 
a potential and capable 
candidate for the upcom· 
ing election. It is believed 
that she can mobilize the 
liberal base of the Demo· 
cratic Party with her pop-
ulist economic message, 
appealing across the gen-
erational spectrum. She 
namely targets young, ed· 
ucated voters, upon whom 
an unfair burden has been 
placed as a result of the 
current economic system. 
Warren is an author 
and former Harvard Law 
professor specializing 
m bankruptcy law and 
American financial re· 
form. She has cultivat-
ed her political brand as 
a "specialist" aiming to 
reign in the big banks. 
Unlike many possible 
presidential hopefuls, 
Warren has delved into 
politically controversial 
subjects, a rarity for na· 
tional candidates. 
If Warren is a candi-
date for the Democratic 
nomination in 2016, she 
has yet to highlight her 
positions on a multitude 
of political, social, and 
economic issues facing na -
tional candidates. In her 
time as a United States 
Senator, Warren has 
paid particular attention 
to issues she personally 
cares about, like banking 
and federal oversight. In 
many ways, Sen. Warren 
is the Hubert Humphrey 
of this generation, un· 
apologetically committed 
to the problems she feels 
are in dire need of correc-
tion. 
Humphrey, Vice Pres· 
ident under Johnson, 
catapulted himself out of 
the political wilderness 
of Minnesota and onto 
the national scene at the 
1948 Democratic Con-
vention in Chicago with 
his passionate speech de-
manding racial tolerance. 
He was seen as the ulti-
mate liberal of his time. 
Uncompromising and 
pure in progressive belief, 
Humphrey served as the 
figurehead of the anti-es-
tablishment movement 
of the late 1940s and 50s 
with advanced positions 
on racial matters and so-
cial liberalism. 
Above all, Humphrey 
was seen as a beacon of 
light for those who craved 
honesty m a profession 
that often catered to de-
ception. This is consistent 
with the present attrac-
tion voters feel for War-
ren. Early on, Humphrey 
was regarded with scorn 
among the Senate "Big 
Bulls," many of who were 
in his own party. Sen. 
Elizabeth Warren has 
generated similar resent-
ment among top Demo-
cratic leaders of the cur-
rent Congress, including 
the Minority Leader Har-
ry Reid and New York's 
Chuck Schumer. 
Today's political scene 
has become incestuously 
aligned with special inter-
ests and well-funded Wall 
Street executives. Yet, 
Sen. Elizabeth Warren's 
unwavering sense of right 
has struck a cord with the 
American electorate that 
has gone unheard for de-
cades, perhaps since the 
days of good ol' Hubert. 
That said, a War-
ren-like individual may 
be too pronounced in one 
political area and, for that 
reason, can appear as a 
fringe candidate appear-
ing entirely un-presiden-
tial. Her marked sense 
of political self prevents 
her from being viewed as 
anything other than what 
she has passionately prof-
fered in her legislative 
runs. In turn, her politi-
cal absoluteness can work 
against her in a national 
race when she inevitably 
becomes defined as any-
thing but presidential. 
While the coming de-
cade demands a strong 
and confident leader in 
line with the direction 
the country is moving, it 
is difficult to see Warren 
having any significant im-
pact on issues unrelated 
to her current causes. In 
that vein, it is hard to see 
Warren, with no foreign 
policy experience, charged 
with the responsibility of 
brokering international 
nuclear agreements and 
presiding over complicat-
ed diplomatic missions. 
The next president will 
inevitably confront these 
daunting tasks. Although 
her straight talk to the 
people of Massachusetts 
drove her to the Senate 
chamber, her lack of clout 
on a range of policy may 
damage her political cap-
ital in the Senate if she 
decides to take on a 2016 
bid. 
It may be, just like 
with Vice President Hum-
phrey, that Sen. Elizabeth 
Warren will be a more ef-
fective liberal leader if 
serving m a legislative 
capacity. If she does de-
cide to run, the question 
is whether she is a strong 
and capable enough poli-
tician. Can she turn her 
senatorial rhetoric into 
tangible action on the na -
tional level? Regardless 
of whether she wins the 
nomination, if Senator 
Warren can successful-
ly run a campaign that 
seeks to energize an ele-
ment of the progressive 
base without shunning 
moderate Democratic es-
tablishment, she can be-
come a powerhouse not 
only within the Senate, 
but also across the entire 
American political stage. 
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A professor's perspective: MLK' s lasting legacy 
GREGORY BRUCE SMITH 
PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 
We celebrate Martin Lu-
ther King as an American 
icon, and rightly so. But why 
is he that icon? For an answer 
we can turn briefly to King's 
"Letter from a Birmingham 
Jail," and his famous "I Have 
a Dream" speech from the 
Lincoln Memorial on Aug. 28, 
1963. 
Arrested with others for 
resisting an unjust law, King 
sent his famous letter primar-
ily to white clergy in the South 
who had chided him for being 
a provocateur. He cites St. 
Augustine: "[A]n unjust law is 
no law at all." That is because 
there is a higher law than 
the ephemeral laws enacted 
by human beings. King alter-
nately calls those laws "natu-
ral laws," "rational laws," or 
"Divine laws." He cites not 
only Augustine, but also Paul, 
Aquinas and various Chris-
tian theologians, as well as re-
peatedly references Socrates 
and other, later Western phi-
losophers. King appeals to the 
twin wellsprings of Western 
Civilization, Socratic rational-
ism and Scriptural teachings, 
especially the Christian vari-
ant focused on love and re-
demption. He appeals to what 
is arguably the central notion 
of Western Civilization, natu· 
ral right or natural law. 
King repeatedly appeals as 
well to the American Consti-
tution and the Declaration of 
Independence, which he clear-
ly believes are manifestations 
of those natural law premises. 
King does not criticize Ameri-
can or Western civilization for 
its principles; his criticisms 
center on the failure to live up 
to those principles. He stands 
up for the American dream, 
the Judeo-Christian heritage, 
the Founding Fathers, the 
American Constitution and 
the Declaration of Indepen-
dence. King asserts openly 
and proudly: 'We hold these 
truths to be self-evident that 
all men are by nature created 
equal and endowed by their 
creator with certain unalien-
able rights." All men are sov-
ereign individuals, children 
of God, with equal rights ac-
cording to nature. It was the 
failure to treat everyone as 
an equal individual that was 
at the heart of King's Civil 
Rights campaign. 
King borrows a thought 
from the Christian theolo· 
gian Reinhold Niebuhr that 
"groups are more immoral 
than individuals." In that 
vein, he cautions especially his 
Black followers not to descend 
into hatred based on dismiss-
ing all white Americans as 
evil or through repudiating 
Christianity or America itself. 
He especially cautions against 
what he sees as the danger of 
Black nationalism. He specif-
ically cites Brown v. Board of 
Education, the 1954 Supreme 
Court ruling that "separate 
is never equal." He further 
cautions his followers not to 
lose faith in America, but to be 
the agents that call all Amer-
icans back to their own prin · 
ciples. King's faith is a faith 
in the sovereignty of rational 
individuals as God's children. 
It was by treating all Blacks 
as members of a group that 
the White segregationists had 
been able to demonize them 
individually. 
King makes clear that to 
confront individuals as group 
members is to open the door 
to division and hate. King 
counsels Christian love and 
its redemptive value. It leads 
to the core premises of King's 
"I Have a Dream" speech. His 
dream is that Americans will 
be brought to live up to their 
principles; that a day will 
come when no one is judged by 
the color of their skin but only 
by the content of their indi-
vidual character, and that the 
end for everyone should be an 
American brotherhood of indi-
viduals. That is the American 
Dream at its core, more even 
than the materialist aspects 
of home ownership, economic 
independence, consumerist 
success and so on. 
And hence while we must 
in Socratic fashion chide and 
question individuals who are 
unjust, we must avoid "the 
cup of bitterness and hatred," 
that comes from distrusting 
all of the members of any 
group. Talking specifically to 
both Blacks and Whites, King 
echoes a sentiment shared 
with Frederick Douglas, that 
our destinies are now tied to-
gether forever. As Black and 
White, we will succeed or fail 
together. 
There is a stirring idealism 
in King's vision. There is also 
a sound and prudent realism. 
King is skeptical of the notion 
of inevitable progress: that 
notion numbs the moral and 
intellectual faculties of man. 
King's premise is that "time 
is neutral." Human beings, 
if they wish to come closer to 
their principles, must wade 
in and argue and work for 
them. Individuals must ratio· 
nally question contemporary 
orthodoxies as did Socrates 
and be willing to stand up to 
entrenched power as did the 
early Christians. The higher 
law does not actualize itself 
without rational understand-
ing and moral commitment. 
Unfortunately King's 
dream is being betrayed in 
our time. The issues King 
confronted are now filtered 
through various fashionable 
ideological mantras that 
might make tolerant liberals 
believe they primarily offer 
a basis for hiring more wom-
en, blacks and gays. But the 
captains of the new approach 
to race have a clear set of phil-
osophical premises that are 
at odds with those of King. 
Far from enthroning the core 
premises of Western Civiliza-
tion, the new approach would 
jettison the entire Western 
tradition as well as its Amer-
ican offshoot. Christianity is 
not only rejected, but seen as 
one of roots of all evil. Rea-
son is presented as the other 
root of evil; it is also rejected 
as a great miscreant that en-
thrones only domination. A 
fecund irrationalism 1s en-
throned instead as the basis 
of health and justice: there 
are now no common truths to 
which sovereign individuals of 
any race, class or gender can 
ascend. There is no basis for 
either individualism or shared 
brotherhood. 
On the basis of this new 
understanding, individual 
transcendence is rendered 
impossible; immersion m a 
group becomes an 1IDpera· 
tive. Liberal education 1s 
no longer seen as a Socratic 
emancipation from myth and 
error; it becomes instead an 
exercise in the immersion in 
multiple impermeable "narra · 
tives," each equal in principle 
and immune from rational 
criticism. Left in the wake 
is only, for example, White or 
Black reason; except one must 
bracket the word reason. And 
then the ultimate insult to the 
principles of Martin Luther 
King, our postmodernist per-
mutations of "race, class and 
gender" also come loaded with 
new permutations of original 
sin now loaded on a different 
race. The only yield from this 
notion will be new permuta-
tions of hate and division. 
Denied the possibility to 
be equal, rational individuals, 
we are forced to be members 
of mutually suspicious groups. 
On these terms hate will al· 
ways trump love and brother-
hood. And on these terms both 
Ferguson and the assassina -
tion of New York City police-
men become predictable. The 
battle for the future of King's 
legacy hangs in the balance. 
Are all of the Deflategate theorists full of hot air? 
SHELIANJAU '17 
STAFF WRITER 
At the end of the AFC 
Championship game on Jan. 
18, 2015, the New England 
Patriots were the victors with 
a 45-7 win over the India-
napolis Colts. It was a time 
for celebration because the 
Patriots were going to the 
Super Bowl for the first time 
since their four point loss to 
the Giants in 2012. However, 
the celebration was cut short 
as speculation arose that the 
balls used by the Patriots in 
the Championship game had 
been deflated, heralding De-
flateGate, the scandal that 
now eclipses the excitement 
for the biggest football game 
of the year. 
Soon after the Cham pion-
ship game was completed, Bob 
Kravitz, a sports columnist 
m Indianapolis, announced 
that the Patriots were under 
investigation for having de-
flated balls. Based on his re-
port, the footballs were below 
the pounds per square inch 
(PSI) of air pressure range of 
12.5 - 13.5 that is required 
by the NFL. Two days later, 
Chris Mortensen, a reporter 
for ESPN stated that 11 of 
the 12 balls used by the Pa-
triots were under-inflated by 
2 PSI. The fact that a locker 
room attendant was observed 
going into the bathroom with 
the Patriots balls for about 90 
seconds before bringing them 
to the field added to the spec-
ulation. Furthermore, Dean 
Blandino, the NFL Vice Pres-
ident of Officiating, stated 
that the PSI of the balls was 
not recorded by officials prior 
to the game. The problems, 
though, did not end there for 
the Patriots who have been 
under fire for such behaviors 
in the past. In 2007, the team 
and Bill Belichick were fined 
for ta ping the signals used by 
the Jets during a game. 
The Indianapolis Colts 
also have their own suspi-
cions. During the game, Colts 
players felt that the balls 
thrown by Tom Brady seemed 
lighter. To add fuel to the fire, 
linebacker D'Qwell Jackson 
had a ball that he intercept-
ed weighed by his equipment 
manager, only to find that the 
ball was under-inflated. The 
Colts have also suggested 
that this has happened in the 
past, specifically during the 
November 16th game. Two of 
the balls that were intercept-
ed were found to be under-in-
flated. 
Consequently, some are 
labeling the Patriots as cheat-
ers. In a poll taken by 262,929 
people, 63 percent of them be-
lieved that Tom Brady and 
Bill Belichick knew about the 
balls being under-inflated, 
something that they have 
denied since the accusations 
emerged. There has also been 
a petition started by Scott 
Latshaw on Change.org that 
states the Patriots should be 
disqualified from playing in 
the Super Bowl. Additionally, 
the appeal says the two teams 
that the Patriots faced prior 
to the Super Bowl should be 
given a chance to play against 
each other to see would qual-
ify to face the Seahawks. The 
petition has received over 
40,000 signatures thus far. 
Despite any polls and peti-
tions, the Patriots are still 
receiving the opportunity to 
attain another Super Bowl 
win, which I for one am very 
excited about. 
It would be a lie to say I 
was not disappointed when 
I heard about the Deflate-
Gate scandal; to think that 
the Patriots did not have 
enough faith in themselves 
to play a fair game seemed 
wrong to me. Yet, when one 
thinks about the scandal, 
some things do not add up. 
First, the Patriots outscored 
the Colts 28-0 during the sec-
ond half with balls that were 
the proper weight and PSI. 
If the balls were under-in· 
flated, why did Tom Brady 
only have 11 completed pass-
es out of 21 attempts as well 
as an interception during the 
first half? At the end of the 
day, the Patriots had a good 
game and despite whatever 
accusations people may have, 
I think that they deserved to 
go to this year's Super Bowl. 
As things stand now, was 
there some suspicious activi-
ty present at the game? Yes, 
especially with the attendant 
not taking the balls straight 
to the field. Even so, the bet-
ter team won and the second 
half stands as a testament to 
that. Moreover, it was proven 
that only one of the balls was 
two pounds lighter. Robert 
Kraft asked that the Patriots 
receive an apology for this 
supposed scandal, and it now 
seems that will be the case. 
The scandal can now be 
laid to rest because even if 
that one ball was under-in-
flated, it was not the same 
ball that was used through-
out the game. The Patriots 
put forth their best effort to 
win the Super Bowl now that 
this cloud of accusations is di-
minishing. The Patriots win 
over the Seattle Seahawks 
will definetly be a great way 
to celebrate not only their 
amazing season but the end 
of DeflateGate. 
NEWS 
Mentoring Networks redesigned by Trinity students 
continued from page 1 a little bit of Trinity before ing from orientation to most relevant to student ther's basement were dis-
classes start, and Quest uses for the soon-to-be va- experience. The College cussed. Trinity students 
the academics too oner- allows students to bond cant space where the Cave has pledged to support privy to the conversations 
ous. Trinity is beginning 
to hemorrhage talented 
students, and that trend, 
if not reversed, does not 
bode well for the college's 
future. None of this is 
to say that the problems 
faced by the college are 
the fault of any particu-
and prepare for the rest of eatery is. The teams have this practical and effec- came away with much to 
their lives in college while been tasked with four spe- tive plan. Although it is think about, and an inti-
challenging themselves in cific goals. The first facili- a competition, the end mate understanding of the 
an outdoor setting. Despite tates connections between result may well end up resources at their disposal. 
the well-intentioned and students to their peers, being a composite of mul- The Design Team Chal-
often successful programs creating an immediate tiple teams' innovations. lenge is exactly that: a 
that Trinity has in place, sense of belonging. The The process is sure to be challenge. Trinity is a 
many students still do not second entails strength- exhaustive, combining place with formidable po· 
manage to find that im- ening the mentorship of institutional resources, tential and significant re-
lar program or adminis· portant "niche" that is ban- students outside of the research into the men- sources, but recent years 
trative effort. The issue is died about so widely in any classroom, inspiring them toring practices of other have made it clear that in 
a disconnect between the 
programs and their de-
sired results - namely a 
lively and engaged student 
body, rather than a lack of 
institutional awareness. 
The current first-year 
mentoring program, built 
around first-year semi-
nars, is widely liked and 
many mentors have met 
with great success in fos-
tering relationships with 
and among their mentees. 
Orientation communicates 
valuable information, and 
does its best to give stu-
dents a lay of the land for 
Trinity, at least in a gen-
eral sense. The Bantam 
discussion of higher educa- to cultivate knowledge. schools, as well as the ex- order to retain its pleth-
tion. The question has be- The third goal is to con- perience of the many up- ora of talented students, 
come one of how to utilize nect students, equipping perclassmen on each team. change must be made. 
Trinity's existing resourc- them to take advantage To properly kick off such Trinity must connect its 
es and how to innovate a of our city's offerings. The an endeavor, the Design many networks and re-
more effective system to final goal involves pre- Teams met for a retreat on sources to provide the ideal 
introduce new students paring students for life January 19, 2015, spend- environment for the whole 
to the Trinity community. by developing engaged, ing a full day deliberat- Trinity community. This 
Fortunately, Trinity's civically minded persons ing and brainstorming. In task sounds broad and 
administration is taking These goals may seem addition, they attended daunting, but the belief 
steps to grapple with these like lofty platitudes, but fascinating lectures about that this bastion of liberal 
issues, notably through the administration be- different aspects of the arts in the heart of Hart-
the creation of the "Design lieves that the students challenge put on by Trin· ford is worth maintaining, 
Team Challenge" at the they have put up to face ity administrators. Topics must energize the com· 
end of this past semester. the problem are capable such as the normalizing munity to take their fu-
The challenge entails five of fine-tuning the Trini- and routinizing the use of ture into their own hands. 
teams consisting of Sum- ty experience to ensure academic resources, the The changes that need to 
mit Scholars and student its continued longevity. implementation of a Big be made must come from 
leaders competing to draft If students are the ones Brother program to oper- within, to keep the proud 
a new mentoring program driving the change, the ate alongside the existing traditions of scholarship 
Beginnings programs give and reworking many as- administration reasons the Big Sister program, and advancement alive 
freshmen the option to see pects of campus life, rang- that the changes will be and the rebuilding of Ma- here on Summit Street. 
Trinity community helps to open Museum of Jewish History 
SONJAY SINGH '15 
SENIOR EDITOR 
Thanks to contribu -
tions from the Trinity 
College community, the 
"POLIN Museum of the 
History of Polish Jews" 
opened recently in War-
saw to highlight the im-
pact of Judaism on Polish 
culture. The museum ex-
hibits a dizzying number 
of historical artifacts for 
visitors to examine. These 
include animations on the 
history of Judaism with 
emphasis on local Jewish 
heroes, interactive instal-
lations that show ancient 
production processes, 
such as printmaking, and 




ments have in part been 
made possible due to the 
contributions from pub-
lished author and Trin-
ity College Charles H. 
Northam Professor of 
History, Samuel Kassow 
'66, and alumnus Shana 
Penn '77. 
A Trinity College un-
dergraduate with addi-
tional degrees from the 
London School of Econom-
ics and Princeton U niver-
sity, Samuel Kassow is an 
accomplished member of 
the Trinity College facul-
ty who has taught in the 
history department since 
1972 with a special focus 
on the Ashkenazi Jewry. 
Many students can 
attest to his enaging lec-
tures and stimulating 
insights into Jewish his-
tory. One student, Char-
lotte Thomas '17, who is 
a student in his Modern 
Jewish History class, 
was surprised to discov-
er how Professor Kassow 
can make retelling Jew-
ish history as interesting 
as reading a story. Past 
students will also agree 
that Professor Kassow's 
immense interest and 
dedication to this subject 
allows him to be what 
many consider one of the 
best professors at Trinity 
College. 
However, Kassow's 
bond to Jewish histo-
ry extends far past ac-
ademia, as he was born 
1n a displaced persons' 
camp in Stuttgart, Ger-
many. In his books: ''Who 
Will Write Our History? 
Rediscovering a Hidden 
Archive From the War-
saw Ghetto" and "Who 
Will Write Our History? 
Emanuel Ringelblum, the 
Warsaw Ghetto," Kassow 
examines secret archives 
created by prisoners in 
the Warsaw Ghetto, ex· 
ploring a Jewish history 
that he was born amidst. 
Due to his extensive 
knowledge and commit-
ment to Jewish history 
Kassow has served as 
lead historian of two of 
the museum's galleries: 
"Encounters in Moderni-
ty" and "On the Jewish 
Street." The first exam-
ines how the entry of the 
Jewish people into the 
modern period helped to 
shape Jewish culture in 
Europe. Phenomena such 
as a Jewish intelligen · 
tsia next to the middle 
class interacted directly 
with the Jewish answer 
to modern problems such 
as industrialization, ur-
banization and secular-
ization. The latter exhibit 
looks at the Jewish peo· 
ple during the interwar 
period, which is a special 
field of study for Kassow. 
Shana Penn is equally 
involved in the preserva -
tion of Jewish heritage, 
serving as Executive 
Director of the Taube 
Foundation for Jewish 
Life and Culture, an or-
ganiza tion which works 
to promote the ideals of 
democratic society and to 
renew and preserve the 
traditions of Judaism. 
As part of that mission, 
the foundation hosts con-
ferences, publishes arti-
cles and provides grants 
for Jewish preservation 
m Poland, the United 
States and Israel. To con -
tinue her commitment 
to Jewish culture, Penn 
has been a major donor 
to the POLIN Museum 
of the · History of Polish 
Jews which she sees as 
evidence of the destigma -
tization of Judaism. 
As an additional tes-
tament to her great com -
mitment and dedication 
to the subject of Jewish 
history, in an article for 
the Krytyka Polityczna 
about the museum's 
opening, Penn was quot-
ed saying, "Now and only 
now that the museum 
is finally completed and 
its core exhibition opens 
to the public, we notice 
the extent to which the 
unprecedented partner-
ships that forged this 
cultural and educational 
center have effectively 
challenged the stigmas, 
as if our better selves got 
the better of us, as an 
American idiom goes. In 
this case it was the better 
selves of the public and 
private partners - e.g., 
the federal government, 
city of Warsaw, and a Pol-
ish Jewish NGO and its 
Jewish diaspora support-
ers - that got the better 
of them. And I believe we 
all will be the better for 
it." 
For Penn, it 1s very 
difficult to see the prog· 
ress of history when liv-
ing in it. However, during 
times such as this, with 
the opening of a new and 
powerful museum, pro-
vide a glimpse at how far 
we have come. 
Living up to its name: 
Polin, the Hebrew word 
for "rest here," the mu-
seum has truly been a 
safehold for the Jewish 
people in Poland who still 
feel the reverberations of 
the Holocaust. Thanks to 
contributions from Penn 
and Kassow, it will con -
tinue to be a beacon for 
the progress and preser-
vation of the worldwide 
Jewish community. 
While Professor Kas-
sow and Ms. Penn may 
be interested in discuss-
ing the recent event re-
garding the openmg of 
the museum 1n person, 
you can learn more about 
the museum through its 
website. 
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Bantam Bazaar continues tradition of tag sales for good causes 
continued from page 1 
a fundraiser in response 
to the devastating earth-
quake in Haiti. The initial 
Bazaar raised $1,630, and 
each of the subsequent 
Bazaar's have been great 
successes, raising over 
$9,000 total over the last 
few years. This is a great 
example of what students 
can do when they are 
passionate about an is-
sue, as well as a demon -
stration of the welath of 
support that Trinity stu-
dents are willing to throw 
behind engaging projects. 
The first year of the 
even the money raised 
was split between two 
organizations: Partners 
in Health and Haitian 
Ministries of the Diocese 
of Norwich, Conn. Ev-
ery year since then, the 
money raised has gone 
to some sort of natu-
ral disaster relief effort. 
Past recipients of the 
funds have varied, with 
many organizations ben-
efitting from the Bazaar. 
In 2011, the Pakistan 
Youth Alliance was a re-
cipient, after the floods 
of that year. In 2012, the 
Central Vermont Com-
munity Action Coun-
cil / Mad River Recov-
ery for Hurricane Irene 
were given donations 
to help those afflicted. 
In response to Hurri-
cane Sandy in 2013, the 
Disaster Accountability 
Project received funds 
from the Bazaar. This 
year, Bantaam Bazaar 
proceeds are going to 
Oxfam's Typhoon Hai-
yan Relief and Recovery 
Fund. The event normal-
ly raises between one-
and two-thousand dollars 
for charity each year. 
The tag sale is also 
open to the public, includ-
ing non-Trinity affiliated 
residents, and anyone can 
join in. As an event run 
by the Office of Civic En-
gagement, it is important 
to engage the surround-
ing community of Hart-
ford and Connecticut, as 
well as build events that 
students, faculty, and 
staff can enjoy together. 
Members of the Trinity 
community should know 
that the event is welcome 
to one and all, as there 
are plenty of unique and 
functional things on sale 
that can cater to a vari-
ety of tastes. Every year, 
people find great deals. 
For instance, one stu -
dent found a new favorite 
sweater, while another 
took home a speaker sys-
tem for his dorm. "This 
is a really great opportu -
nity to stock up on new 
clothes and dorm dec-
orations for the second 
semester, especially be-
cause everything is easi-
er to find when it's all in 
one place" said one stu -
dent, "I'm excited to go 
to the Bazaar this year 
and find some deals". 
The event combines 
the exciting activity of 
deal-hunting with char-
ity, for a fun way to 
give back to the world. 
Freshmen plan for life after college at career workshop 
CHRIS BULFINCH '18 
NEWS EDITOR 
Though many a stu-
dent may not want to be-
lieve it, college is a very 
brief four years. Seniors 
find themselves telling 
the young, fresh-faced 
first years this fact, once 
they realize, prepared or 
not, that the "real world" 
awaits them In a few 
short months. Contrary 
to what many would want 
to believe, employment is 
at the end of their educa-
tional sojourn, and their 
lives continue, academ -
ically or professionally, 
beyond their quads, class-
rooms, and Hogwarts cas · 
tle-esque grounds. This is 
a truth that many juniors 
and seniors have had to 
grapple with. Questions 
abound for these individ -
uals, the likes of which 
include what will my ma-
jor be, what career will I 
enter into? Furthermore, 
will I like the career that 
I enter, and should I look 
for a high-paying career, 
or one that I truly enjoy 
doing for the rest of my 
life? 
Trinity, after 192 
years, has become fair-
ly used to dealing with 
these questions, and has 
created and maintained 
a Career Development 
Center specifically to ad-
dress such concerns - yet 
many students wait until 
relatively late in their col-
lege careers to get a start 
on the rest of their lives. 
The Career Development 
Center decided to try to 
change that trend with a 
workshop specifically for 
freshmen entitled, "Ex-
ploring Your Options." 
The workshop examined 
the avenues available to 
freshmen to expand their 
career options as much as 
possible as early in their 
academic careers, as pos-
sible. 
The Career Develop-
ment Center takes an 
interesting approach to 
helping students find 
jobs. Their philosophy is 
not one of taking class-
es and majoring to find 
a specific job, but rather 
one of finding jobs with 
a certain major, and find-
ing jobs that cater to an 
applicant's interests and 
skills. In this spirit, they 
tailored the opening sec-
tions of their program to 
articulate this mode of 
thought. 
The program opened 
with a speech from a 
successful businessman 
named Ben Carpenter, 
who detailed his me-
andering career path, 
and the lessons m life 
and job-hunting that he 
picked up along the way. 
His professional acumen 
lent itself to some excel-
lent advice to the fresh-
men just beginning to 
think of such things. 
The program contin-
ued, building on a per-
sonality test, which all 
participants had taken 
before arriving, that as-
sessed students on a va -
riety of personal traits, 
ranging from preferred 
study environments to 
ideal social atmospheres. 
Participants were asked 
to group with people 
with similar tested traits 
to each other and were 
asked a series of ques-
tions, ranging from whom 
they would hire for "their 
company'' to designing an 
ideal European vacation. 
The room was full of peo-
ple chatting, introverts 
and extroverts, ma th and 
history majors, computer 
science and english ma -
jors, people all across the 
spectrum making conver-
sation and decisions. The 
purpose of this was to see 
the different answers giv-
en by people with differ-
ent personalities, and to 
gauge the ways in which 
different people engage 
with different challeng-
es and people. The per-
sonality analysis served 
to drive home a critical 
point of the workshop-
different people's per-
sonalities beget different 
skill sets, and certain ca -
reers require certain skill 
sets. Self-awareness can 
be a significant asset to 
job-hunting, and knowing 
oneself increases the odds 
of finding a job that will 
prove satisfying and en-
joyable. 
As the workshop con-
tinued, talk turned to 
building a resume. The 
Career Development 
Center showed a sample 
resume, and discussed 
what work experience 
and other qualifications 
were relevant and appro-
priate to include. Also dis-
cussed, was how to frame 
a particular job or profes-
sional experience to high-
light the skills gained and 
how those skills make a 
job candidate more via-
ble. Even a relatively mi-
nor professional experi -
ence can be a tremendous 
learning experience, and 
the Career Development 
Center would like to see 
every Trinity candidate 
present themselves and 
their professional work in 
the best possible way. 
Career Development 
segued into their next 
segment In an unusual 
way - a cheese tasting. 
One of the lecturers, a 
Trinity alumna of 2004, is 
currently Vice President 
of a cheese company, and 
she used her livelihood to 
illustrate an interesting 
point. The cheese, which 
smelled quite pungent, 
tasted much better, show-
ing how something that 
seems disgusting can, in 
reality, taste good. The 
parable pervaded the seg-
ment, entitled "Like It 
or Not", which discussed 
processing work experi· 
ence, both positive and 
negative. It is a common 
belief that internship ex-
perience is most valuable 
to figure out what jobs 
a person does not like, 
but the Career Develop-
ment Center is trying to 
change that paradigm. 
Instead of viewing an un-
enjoyable job or intern-
ship as a waste of time 
(a bad smell, to continue 
the workshop's meta-
phor), students should 
find the silver linings of 
less ·than -positive expe-
riences and focus on the 
good aspects of employ-
ment (the cheese), and 
look for those same qual-
ities in the next job one 
takes. 
Upperclassmen per-
spectives can shed useful 
light on the college job 
search, and several up-
perclassmen discussed 
their internship experi-
ence, and detailed their 
work within and along-
side the Career Develop-
ment Center. This served 
not only to demonstrate 
that yes, college students 
do get jobs, but also to re-
move a bit of the mystique 
from around the Career 
Development Center. 
The workshop contin-
ued, with a couple more 
challenges based around 
the personality test - stu-
dents had to make struc-
tures from newspaper 
and complete other chal-
lenges, again to under-
score the theme of self-ex-
ploration and discovery 
in relation to professional 
life. 
Students who attend-
ed found the workshop 
interesting and helpful 
for beginning to think 
about the job search after 
college. The personality 
test component was par-
ticularly popular, with 
freshmen finding that an 
in -depth understanding 
of identity was not only 
interesting on a personal 
level, but also helped nar-
row one's aspirations as 
to what career to pursue. 
Another common refrain 
was that the program was 
fairly long and could have 
been somewhat more con-
cise, though most par-
ticipants indicated that 
having more workshops 
such as "Exploring Your 
Options" throughout the 
semester would be a good 
idea. 
Freshmen are In an 
uniquely advantageous 
position when thinking 
about their futures. They 
have the ability to change 
their academic and pro-
fessional course radical-
ly in four years. Work-
shops like "Exploring 
Your Options" are useful 
in helping them explore 
the process of finding em -
ployment, allowing them 
to make the most of our 
time at Trinity. The trick 
to being as successful at 
finding a career, accord-
ing to the Career Devel-
opment Center, is to fig-
ure out how to find a job 
with one's major rather 
than majoring for a par-
ticular job. This flexibili-
ty allows one to not only 
find a job, but to enjoy the 
work they do. 
The "Exploring Your 
Options" workshop was 
an invaluable tool in 
helping to further that 
goal, and the freshman 
class was fortunate to 
have been given the op-
portunity to begin think-
ing through their futures. 
FEATURES 
Best of Trinstagram: the Snowpocalypse of 2015 
COURTESY OF (from left to right) Lia Howard '15, Trinity College, Christina Claxton '16 
Whether hanging inside with friends or bundled up outside, Trinity students braved the weather and enjoyed the blizzard and time off from classes. 
Apoorva Sahay '15 on the beauty of studying in Istanbul 
APOORVA SAHAY '15 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Spring of 2014 saw me em· 
bark on a journey that was 
meaningful, insightful and en· 
riching in several ways. I had 
the chance to spend a semester 
studying abroad in Istanbul -
a city with a heart so big that 
ten Texas' could fit in it! A ques· 
tion I have often been asked is, 
"Why Istanbul?" The answer 
is surprisingly easy: baklava, 
baklava and more baklava. 
Sweet Turkish treats aside, I 
was seeking quality association 
with new people to understand 
their way of life, and the oppor-
tunity to step out of my comfort 
zone and learn the culture, his· 
tory, religion, and politics of a 
place previously unknown to 
me. Turkey seemed especially 
compelling because it is at the 
intersection of two great civi· 
lizations: the East and West. 
Quite literally, the Bosphorus 
Strait, flowing through Istan · 
bul, separates the continental 
boundaries of Asia and Europe. 
The first time I ferried between 
the European and Asian side of 
Istanbul was truly mind-blow· 
ing - was it even real life any· 
more to have breakfast in Eu· 
rope, lunch in Asia and dinner 
back in Europe all in a single 
day? The Ottoman Empire, in 
its heyday, extended from parts 
of Central Asia to the Middle 
East, Mediterranean and Eu· 
rope and to immerse myself 
in this melting pot of cultures 
seemed immensely appealing. 
Walking around Istanbul (once 
Constantinople), it was fasci· 
nating to discover remnants of 
heterogeneous influences em· 
bedded in the fabric of social 
and cultural life · in architec· 
tural sites, bazaars, cuisine, 
historical relics, and music. 
I studied in Istanbul 
through a program called IES 
Abroad that required par-
ticipants to arrive in lstan· 
bul in January to complete a 
three·week intensive Turkish 
language and culture course. 
Studying the language was 
COURTESY OF Apoorva Sahay '15 
Sahay '15 captures the Instanbul skyline and the city's beautiful and unique architecture. 
fascinating for me as I found 
Turkish vocabulary peppered 
with words that were similar to 
Persian and Urdu (languages I 
had previously learned) and my 
native tongue, Hindi. Having a 
decent handle on basic Turkish 
was extremely important in 
navigating daily life in Istan-
bul. Turkish people are easily 
touched even by the smallest 
attempt at communicating 
with them in their tongue. I 
once had a grocery lady de· 
lightedly give me a big hug 
all because she was pleasant· 
ly surprised I said "No, thank 
you" in Turkish, when she of· 
fered me eggs! I was surprised 
and relieved by how accepting 
locals were of my near-abysmal 
language skills. But I soon re· 
alized that this just exempli · 
fled the general warmth, kind· 
ness and affectionate nature 
of Turkish people. They are 
some of the friendliest, most 
hospitable and generous peo· 
ple I have encountered. In my 
time in Istanbul, my friends 
and I frequented a tiny home· 
style restaurant run by a cou· 
ple who, within a month, had 
not only lovingly fed us exqui · 
site Turkish food and dessert 
but also happily adopted us. 
I cannot write about Istan· 
bul without making a special 
mention to Murat and Mehtap, 
their beautiful daughters, 
Elif and Defne, and our Turk· 
ish grandmother Babannem, 
who invited us into their 
homes and heart like we had 
known them our entire lives. 
I was enrolled at Bogazici 
University, aptly named be· 
cause it overlooks the beau· 
tiful blue Bosphorus. It is im· 
possible for me to accurately 
describe the stunning campus, 
built along the ridge of a mas· 
sive fortress, lined with gigan· 
tic ancient trees and replete 
with blooming flowers in the 
spring time. Bogazici is one of 
Turkey's best public universi· 
ties, where you can study any 
possible discipline - liberal 
arts or otherwise. The on-cam· 
pus culture was extremely 
eclectic. Given that there were 
more than 12,000 students, it 
was natural to associate with 
people who cultivated a broad 
range of interests. For me, it 
was incredible to engage with 
professors and students who 
conceived of the world in ways 
that were unfamiliar to me. 
Discoursing upon controversial 
opinions sparked lively and 
informative debates that pro· 
duced an intellectually stimu-
lating atmosphere in which I 
was forced to challenge my own 
cultural beliefs and socio-po· 
litical values. The cultural 
offerings at Bogazici were far 
ranging too: it was quite possi-
ble, in a week, to attend a mu· 
sic concert, listen to a famous 
Turkish author and witness a 
political demonstration. My fa-
vorite part of the academic as· 
pect of this semester was that 
I was learning simultaneously 
inside and outside the class· 
room. As I walked around the 
multitudinous neighborhoods 
of Istanbul, each with its own 
character and history, I felt 
like I was learning something 
new each day. Istanbul felt like 
an open museum, as there is a 
piece of history in every nook 
and cranny of this ancient city! 
There are few things any 
self-respecting Turk would 
know, those I became privy to 
in the five months I spent in 
Istanbul. Namely: never re· 
fuse a cup of Turkish cay (in 
Turkey "people who don't drink 
tea don't exist" is a well-known 
fact!), remain unfazed by the 
raging mad passions of peo· 
ple discussing football (a sport 
that runs through their veins), 
and do not bat an eyelid at 
nationalist paraphernalia ev-
erywhere, especially Turkish 
obsession with plastering Atat-
urk's (the nation states' found· 
ing father) face on everything. 
I learned how to expertly nav· 
igate a transport system that 
included jumping on-off buses, 
ferries, trains, trams, funicu-
lars and dolm us (shared tax· 
is) in a thriving, bustling city. 
My study abroad experience 
has been invaluable in several 
ways. Many people describe 
studying away as "life·chang· 
ing" which may sound cliched 
to those who may not have had 
that specific experience but I 
personally have felt a tide turn 
within myself. I came to a cul-
ture that was entirely foreign 
to me, except for the facets of 
it that I had been exposed to 
via media and popular culture. 
Living in Istanbul shifted my 
perceptions of Turkish culture 
from its generalizations to its 
specificities. To be in a new 
environment, especially one 
that pulsates with energy and 
vibrancy like Istanbul, was 
thrilling but to discover the 
world and people in a way that 
was previously unknown to you 
is astonishing. Not only did it 
inculcate a deep respect for 
the diversity of our planet but 
also presented a rich learning 
curve - navigating a foreign 
culture can be challenging, 
stimulating, frustrating and 
rewarding in equal measure. 
This experience has pushed me 
to reevaluate my stereotypical 
perceptions of the world and 
become a more open-mind-
ed and accepting person. By 
spending a semester abroad, 
every person I met, every new 
experience I had, every mis· 
take that I made and learned 
from has made me so much 
more than when I had left. 
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Trendy Trinity: College in 1900s embodied camaraderie 
KELLYVAUGHAN'17 
FEATURES EDITOR 
As I walk down the Long 
Walk and revel at the sprawl· 
ing quad, I can't help but con· 
sider the history that lies be· 
neath the elms. I decided to 
explore the history and culture 
of Trinity by looking back at 
editions of The Ivy yearbook 
from 1900·1909. These year 
books serve as a look back on 
the college's past, providing a 
glance at the atmosphere of 
Trinity during a different era. 
The pages of The Ivy reveal 
that the student body was a 
genuine brotherhood, in which 
each class consisted of no more 
than twenty students and near 
ly everyone was a brother of 
one of the eleven campus fra· 
ternities. As Trinity currently 
works to expand the diversity 
of its body and utilizes places 
such as Vernon Social Center 
to bring students of different 
backgrounds together, this 
goal was met in a different way 
during the early 1900s. Based 
on the inclusion of extra·curric· 
ular activities, such as sports or 
academic societies in The Ivy, 
it's interesting to see that these 
students valued academia and 
amity above all else. For exam· 
ple, The Literary Department, 
reflected the attitude of any col· 
lege student, by including short 
stories and poems titled ''My 
Classes", "Eternal Youth", and 
"St. Valentine", to name a few. 
One also gains perspective 
into the reputation of each 
class year · reputations which 
~r.) ~ G{l-~lfuOO-~ 
• The Senior • ,___,_. 
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Hand drawn illustrations in the pages of The Ivy introduce each class year, reflecting the lifestyle of the student body from during 1900· 1910. 
don't seem far fetched from 
our standpoint. The pages of 
each class are introduced with 
illustrations (pictured above), 
reflecting their individual ste· 
reotypes of the freshman. The 
senior class illustration of 1906 
depicts a young male smoking 
a pipe, with a cloud of smoke 
forming the words "hopes" and 
"dreams." The pipe symbolizes 
the young student's journey to 
adulthood. Other editions of 
The Ivy depicted a senior grad· 
uate carrying a tree to plant in 
a cap and gown, or a graduate 
is smoking a pipe and travel· 
ing around a globe, expressing 
the idea that graduates will 
often explore many options 
before finding thier passions. 
On the contrary, in the in· 
troduction to the sophomore 
class, a quote reads, "Long in· 
deed has it been known that 
the sophomore class is no good." 
I'm sure many would agree 
that sophomore year tends to 
be the most fun and frivolous, 
as the anxiety tied with fresh· 
man year has died down but 
the more serious nature of ju· 
nior and senior year has not yet 
occurred. Sophomore year is of· 
ten when students gain a sense 
of what truly interests them. 
Fraternities were the focal 
point of campus social life, as 
one can see by the incorpora· 
tion of the history of each or-
ganization and photo of house. 
However, fraternities were less 
about being the center of cam· 
pus nightlife and more so fo-
cused solely on the values and 
principles of the fraternity and 
brotherhood. Freshman year 
was clearly the time of pledg· 
ing, as the freshman year il· 
lustration depicts a young boy 
in polka dotted pajamas with 
a dark shadow behind him, 
as he holds water buckets, 
sweat dripping from his face. 
Another image shows a fresh· 
man boy marching in chains 
and blindfolded, with the cap· 
tion reading "To the rocks." 
Perhaps the most interest· 
ing and engaging section of the 
yearbook was the "Who's Who 
of the Junior Class." Each stu· 
dent had a small write-up about 
them, with nicknames like 
"Winny," "Derby," and "Curly" 
that look like they should have 
come right out of "The Official 
Preppy Handbook." Though the 
descriptions seem semi· asatir· 
ical, they appear to genuinely 
reflect who these men were. 
As a student reading the year· 
books a century later, I still 
truly felt a sense of community 
and unity among these men. 
Wit and charm spoke boldly, 
as pages of written advertise· 
ments gave a sense of time and 
spirit of the student body, with 
menswear, banks, and graduate 
school advertisements. Since 
Trinity was a single sex school 
until 1969, floral shops boast· 
ing "flowers for every occasion" 
and Tiffany & Co. ads gave 
these men the ability to treat 
their hometown sweethearts. 
Though we must acknow l · 
edge the progress we have 
made as a college in the sense 
of diverse offerings, a growing 
study body, and a prestigious 
presence among all academic 
institutions across the coun· 
try, we should also admire the 
solidarity and success of the 
students that once crossed this 
campus so many decades ago. 
Their dedication to Trinity 
and to one another has clear-
ly had a lasting impact on the 
timeless feel of our school and 
should be embraced for an· 
other hundred years to come. 
Trinity's }-term provides unique academic experiences 
NICO NAGLE '17 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Picture yourself in a zombie 
apocalypse on a frozen tundra. 
That is how some might describe 
Trinity College during winter 
break. Given such a descrip· 
tion, it would be hard to imag· 
ine that anything could thrive 
under such conditions. Against 
all odds, however, a small group 
of students weathered the hy· 
perbolic storm to do just that. 
From Jan. 5 to Jan. 16, thir-
teen classes met to intensively 
study and discuss topics from 
a range of academic arenas. 
AMST 298 took on contempo· 
rary issues in hip hop culture, 
studying ''hip hop as a power· 
ful means of interpreting and 
evaluating our modern-day 
surroundings." Simultaneously, 
HIST 225 put one of our favor· 
ite shows, Downton Abbey, in its 
historical context, taking on the 
rapid dynamism of British so· 
ciety in the early 20th century. 
One class, COLL 301, even gave 
students the opportunity to 
travel to Nicaragua to compare 
relative levels of health care 
accessibility, and determine 
why these disparities exist. 
Scanning descriptions, a 
student would be hard ·pressed 
to choose between such inter 
esting, engaging subjects. What 
may be regarded as fun, joke 
classes designed to fill time 
for a half credit are actually 
extremely serious, valuable ex· 
aminations of phenomena that 
translate in the real world. 
In fact, this is what makes 
this set of classes so special. 
They emphasize their curric· 
ulums' manifestation outside 
of the academic purpose in a 
way other classes do not have 
the liberty to do. That fact 
that most J ·term courses get 
students learning outside of 
the classroom, or have profes· 
sionals come in and speak on a 
nearly daily basis is a relatively 
revolutionary prospect. Allow· 
ing students the opportunity 
to interact with course mate· 
rial and people outside of aca · 
demia gives learning a stron· 
ger impact because it frames 
formal education with a per· 
spective that looks toward the 
future, emphasizing effective· 
ness in analytic and strategic 
thinking over course material. 
I had a first-hand look at 
the program while taking POLS 
244, "Envisioning Yourself as a 
Leader". Admittedly, I took it, 
initially because I was going 
to be at school anyway, and the 
half credit would go toward my 
major. What I found surprised 
me. It was incredibly produc· 
tive, educational, and even in· 
trospective, while maintaining 
the fun vibe that most expected. 
The entire first day of this 
particular class was dedicated 
to creating and polishing re· 
sumes and Linkedin profiles, 
finding internship and job op· 
portunities, and honing inter· 
view skills. With the help of 
the Career Development staff, 
every student left with their 
best self on paper, and with con-
fidence in their direction. Only 
three hours into their Janu· 
ary term, fifteen Bantams had 
created their most useful tool 
m advancing professionally. 
This course also took special 
care to reinforce its message 
with real world experiences for 
the students. Stressing that 
different types of leaders, or 
leaders with different skills can 
have success if they manage 
those strengths and weakness· 
es correctly, the course allowed 
students the chance to interact 
with important leaders. The list 
included Rabbi Donna Burman 
of the Charter Oak Cultural 
Center, Peter Gutermann, Vice 
President and General Counsel 
at United Technologies Corpo· 
ration, Jeanine Suchecki, head 
of Ophthalmology at UConn 
Health and associate Professor 
of Surgery, and Shawn Wood· 
en, President of Hartford City 
Council, most of whom are Trin· 
ity alumni. The intimate nature 
of these meetings, whether out· 
side the classroom or in, was 
invaluable in terms of affirming 
the course material, and sup· 
plementing its academic value 
with the experiences of some 
extremely successful leaders in 
the Hartford community. 
Raekwon Wheeler '18, said, 
"I believe that the intimate in· 
teraction with professionals 
during the J·term supplement· 
ed the course material of POLS 
244 by demonstrating the many 
different types of leadership 
styles. The course material 
was unique and engaging by it· 
self, but with the added bonus 
of having a variety of profes· 
sionals speak about their own 
experiences in leadership, the 
class had an opportunity to see 
the recurring principles and 
skills that each embodied in 
order to be successful leaders." 
While many echoed this 
sentiment, others, including 
the professor, added that the 
most remarkable aspect of the 
term was the high level of stu· 
dent· led discussion. Nearly 
all insight came from student 
reflection, m which person-
al experiences were analyzed 
in the process of constructing 
personal leadership philoso· 
phies. This individual portion, 
which culminated in a 16 to 25 
page paper for each student, 
represented the most valuable 
feature of the class. In less 
than two weeks worth of class, 
students were pushed to take 
an honest look at themselves, 
acknowledge their strengths 
and weaknesses, and develop 
a strategy for improving their 
leadership and their person. 
I do not have the full au· 
thority to speak to the value 
of other J ·term classes but I 
can only believe that those 
experiences were as positive 
as mine. It would be hard to 
say that giving up two weeks 
of my winter break could 
have turned out any better. 
Arts & Entertainment 
Bantam artist of the week: Noni Ghani '16 of the Quirks 
PETER PRENDERGAST '16 friends with a shared inter- crossed paths otherwise. spending her fall semester tions, and are looking for-
A&E EDITOR est in singing and a collective We all come from different studying in Paris, France. ward to a number of upcom-
Noni Ghani '16 can be 
found most weekend nights 
rehearsing with the Quirks, 
one of Trinity's five student 
run acapella groups. Two 
years ago, Ghani came to 
Trinity from Washington 
D.C. where she had just a 
small amount of experience 
singing in her high school 
choir. In the spring of her 
freshman year, she audi-
tioned for the Quirks and the 
rest is history. 
"Singing was never too 
serious for me before col-
lege," said Ghani, ''but once I 
joined the Quirks it became a 
big part of my life. It's a real-
ly welcoming and supportive 
community, I still can't be-
lieve how close I have gotten 
with these girls over the last 
two years." 
·For Ghani, the Quirks are 
not just a group she sings 
with but a collection of close 
goal to make the best music backgrounds. We have art She explained that she hen- ing shows with their newest 
they can. She feels that sing- majors, biology majors, eco- efited in a number of ways by members. Their next concert 
ing has brought together an nomics majors · and music living in one of the most cul- will be held on Valentines 
eclectic and diverse group of majors but they are some of turally and artistically rele- Day, Feb. 14 with another 
people. the most supportive friends I vant cities in the world. Trinity a capella group, the 
'We're such different have met." "Paris is known for its Accidentals. 
people," Ghani explained. Ghani is returning to art and I actually learned a Outside of the Quirks, 
"I'm not sure we would have the Quirks this spring after lot about some of my favor- Ghani enjoys a diverse taste 
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Noni Ghani '16 performing with the Trinity College Quirks. 
ite writers like Ernest Hem- in music. Her favorite art-
mingway and Victor Hugo ists include bands like Neu-
when I was there ." Ghani tral Milk Hotel and the Dave 
said. "I really got a feel Matthews Band. Her favor-
for how the city influenced ite album of all time is "In 
them." 
Ghani, who majors in 
English literature with a 
minor in urban studies, 
is more than excited to be 
back with the Quirks and 
to start singing again. The 
group performs a wide vari-
ety of songs, including two of 
Ghani's favorites to perform, 
'With or Without You" by U2 
and "Send Me On My Way' 
by Rusted Root. 
The Quirks just finished 
holding their spring audi-
the Aeroplane Over the Sea" 
by Neutral Milk Hotel. 
Ghani is still unsure if 
she will continue singing 
after college, but what she 
learned from her time with 
the Quirks will stay with her 
forever. 
"I'm not sure if I will con-
tinue singing after college," 
said Ghani. "But being in the 
Quirks has taught me a lot 
about leadership, discipline, 
hard work and how to work 
and blend well with others." 
Music review: Brooklyn's Joey Bada$$ "B4.DA.$$" 
GIOVANNI QUATTROCHI '16 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Every album is born in 
the same way as a novel, as a 
collection of stories combined 
to construct the narrative of a 
bigger story. The inspiration 
behind the album "B4.DA.$$" 
was low hanging fruit for the 
up and coming Brooklyn na-
tive Joey Eada$$. In his lyr-
ics, and in his style, he pays 
tribute to a number of well 
known 90's, NYC-based rap-
pers, some of which include 
Wu-Tang Clan, The Fugees, 
Jay-Z, Notorious B.I.G, and 
more. Joey makes it clear to 
us that he grew up listening 
to these artists by remediat-
ing their material. In most 
cases this technique works 
well, but its success is likely 
due to the fact that the ma-
terial arose during the gold-
en age of hip-hop, not the fact 
that it was featured on his al-
bum. The cover of the album 
conveys this notion perfectly. 
His personality and back-
ground portrays charisma 
worthy of a Wu-Tang album 
cover, and the text contrasts 
it by sampling fonts and col-
or schemes from the group A 
Tribe Called Quest, and rap-
per, the late J-Dilla. 
The album was produced 
by a few repeat offend-
ers: Chuck Strangers, Kirk 
Knight, and forerunner Sta· 
tik Selektah. There were 
few guest appearances, in-
cluding established acts DJ 
Premier, and Questlove from 
the Roots. Samples included 
the work of Azar Lawrence 
on "Save the Children," Jimi 
Hendrix on "No. 99," and Das 
EFX on "Christ Conscious." 
The most memorable track, 
entitled "On & On," was pro-
duced by relative newcomer, 
Freddie Joachim. 
The album begins by in-
troducing Joey to a crowd 
of devotees cheering him 
on stage. As his lyrics, and 
some of the sample con-
cepts develop, he attempts 
to piece together a narrative 
about the struggle faced by 
young African Americans. He 
makes sporadic references 
to Martin Luther King, and 
Trayvon Martin, yet it never 
fully manifests as a complete 
narrative. The album starts 
strong, and is entertaining 
through track 4 "Big Dusty," 
at which point the tone drops, 
metaphorically into the 
slums of Brooklyn. The beats 
become a bit dirtier, featur-
ing some acoustic drum and 
guitar beats. The heavy tone 
continues through track 10 
"Christ Conscious." The elev-
enth track, "On & On" is the 
point in the album at which 
Joey's ego dissolves. The pro-
duction, along with the use 
of voice-distortion, achieves 
an electro-jazz influenced 
tone that transports you to 
the musical ethers occupied 
by Robert Glasper and Daft 
Punk. After listening to the 
album, I felt that I had not 
learned much about Joey, but 
felt that he had proven that 
he has talent. 
The three video releases 
for the project, including "No. 
99," "Big Dusty," and "Christ 
Conscious," seem to paint 
slightly different pictures of 
the album's intention. While 
pointing to struggles com-
mon among black youth in 
america, Joey visually de-
picts himself as the digital 
reboot of M.F. Doom, Chiddy 
Bang, and Method Man. 
Joey takes inspiration 
from some of the industry's 
most notable artists, but it is 
difficult to say where he fits 
among them as a rapper. It is 
easy to judge an artist's style 
without acknow !edging that 
in some cases, a song would 
not have broken any ground 
if it had not been for the tech-
nicians behind the booth. 
Amongst his contem porar-
ies: Action Bronson, J. Cole, 
Chance the Rapper, etc. it is 
easier to tell, and it would 
seem as if Joey still has some 
catching up to do. 
''B4.DA.$$" showcases as 
an artist with strong freestyle 
chops, a cohesive knowledge 
of NYC-Golden age hip-hop, 
and incentive from his label, 
Pro-Era, to remain on tour. 
The album's sound similarly 
evokes the nature of "10 Day' 
by Chance the Rapper, and 
''Live. Love. ASAP'' by A$ap 
Rocky. Many times through-
out the album, Joey goes out 
of his vocal range at times to 
emphasize the melody of the 
production, which works in 
some cases. After listening 
to him try to harmonize on a 
few songs in a row, the expe-
rience became a bit tiresome. 
This technique is used mas-
terfully by Chance the Rap-
per in his album "Acid Rap," 
making it effortless to listen 
to. Joey does not achieve the 
same thing here, but neither 
had Chance upon completing 
his debut mixtape, "10 Day." 
The comparison would not 
have been easy to make if it 
weren't for the final track on 
"B4.DA.$$," "Curry Chicken." 
The song sounds very similar 
to Chance's song "Hey Ma'," 
on the final track on "10 Day." 
Utilizing techniques out of 
Chance's book seems to make 
Joey a bit uneasy, to which he 
responds with an appropriat-
ed form of the signature A$ap 
Rocky machismo. Separate-
ly, these two styles have had 
enormous success, and are 
changing the face of popu-
lar music. Put together, they 
seem to grant a lesser total 
effect than were they used 
even side by side. Joey brings 
a solid rhyme scheme, and 
although he may not exhib-
it total mastery throughout 
the album, it is clear that he 
may have a few tricks up his 
sleeve. If he has the ability to 
produce music at a consistent 
rate, he may be able to devel-
op his connections in the in-
dustry. If he had the chance 
to work with more popular 
artists, it could prove a need-
ed boost in production quali-
ty and a large audience base. 
The fact that Joey collabo-
rated with a few hip-hop mo-
guls and released a cohesive 
album reminiscent of 90's rap 
is a sign that Joey is gaining 
traction in the industry, and 
should be planning his next 
release in the coming one to 
two years. His label, Pro-Era, 
is developing and is following 
the standard success formula 
used by most labels: focusing 
all of their resources on one 
up-andcoming artist in order 
to have additional artists pig-
gy· back on their champion. 
It is unforeseeable whether 
Joey's next project will be 
a development of his style, 
or simply his connections in 
the industry. I believe "B4. 
DA.$$" is a stepping stone 
that it will come and go 
within the same month. He 
may have seen this album 
as the equivalent of a Wu-
tang member releasing his 
first solo project, but it was 
certainly not uncovered from 
one of the the 36 Chambers. 
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Joey Eada$$' album B4DA$$ was released on Jan. 20, 2015. 
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Mill concert was so hot it set off the fire alarm 
ELISE KEI-RAHN '16 
STAFF WRITER 
Trinity students fre-
quently critique the lack 
of social options offered on 
campus during the week-
end beyond the Greek 
scene. One alternative 
that is often overlooked 
is the Mill, a social house 
wedged in between Psi U 
and Dean Alford's home 
on Vernon Street. The 
student run music and 
arts collective is a space 
of creative ventures that 
include an art studio and 
gallery, recording studio, 
jam room, and fully func-
tioning concert venue. 
This weekend their 
members brought ''West 
End Blend," the local, yet 
highly sought after band, 
to campus for a third 
time. Always heralded as 
a groovy explosion of soul 
and funk, the 12 piece 
group attracted over 200 
hundred students to the 
house throughout Friday 
night. 
Opening for the estab-
lished group was Trinity's 
own rock quartet "Lolita," 
featuring Ebban Maeda 
'16 on guitar, Henry Mi-
not '1 7 on bass, Alex Rus-
barsky '18 on drums, and 
Lydia Haynes '18 on lead 
vocals. Each member 
brought a unique presence 
to the stage both in their 
flair for entertainment 
and eclectic wardrobe 
choices. Rusbarsky graced 
the stage with an amus-
ing combination of Ameri-
can flag board shorts and 
a GoPro perched atop his 
skateboard helmet. Yet 
nothing could detract from 
Haynes' adept chops. She 
deftly crooned her way 
through Lolita's rendition 
of Alannah Myle's "Black 
Velvet," as students start-
ed to meander onto the 
dance floor. Hoping to 
foster a firm connection 
with the audience, Mae-
da beckoned everyone 
forward. "We don't bite," 
he laughed. "I do," added 
Haynes. 
Lolita played six more 
songs, including the 
crowd -pleaser, "Bara cu -
da," by Heart. Part of the 
band's appeal is that they 
possess the ability to bor-
row skills inaugurated 
by new wave 70's artists 
and power chord-driven 
80's rockers, and translate 
them into a modern per-
formance. Spotify would 
characterize them as the 
love child of Pat Benatar, 
Melissa Etheridge, and 
The Cars. Most audience 
members were surprised 
to learn that the band 
was formed a mere two 
weeks prior to the perfor-
mance. Although Lolita's 
performance was built 
around covers, Maeda's 
experience as a longtime 
member of "The Micks," a 
Brooklyn based indepen-
dent rock band, will surely 
enable the infant group to 
evolve into their own enti-
ty with original songs and 
secure a spot in the college 
music scene. 
Transitioning to West 
End Blend's setup took 
relatively little time con-
sidering the group in-
cludes a horn section, 
keyboardist, guitarist, 
bassist, drummer, rapper, 
and vocalist. Named aptly 
for the band's formation in 
Hartford's West End, their 
sheer size never detract-
ed from their energetic 
gig. Rather, each member 
contributed to a cohesive 
sound that brought every 
student to his or her feet. 
Unencumbered dancing 
raised the venue's tem-
perature and counteract-




Bryan and rapper "Tang-
sauce" possessed a delec-
table dynamic, and their 
words bounced off one 
another with jovial spir-
it. Bryan has a smile that 
even Julia Roberts would 
lust after, and she moved 
her slim figure in time with 
the beat. Tangsauce re-
mained restrained until it 
was his turn to entertain. 
His ability to spit words to 
a sound comprised of a va-
riety of genres was unlike 
any other contemporary 
performer. 
Although most of the 
band's setlist featured 
original songs, such as 
''What It's All About," and 
"The Split," highlights of 
the night included vari-
ous covers. The Notori-
ous B.I.G's "Mo Money 
Mo Problems," was decon-
structed into its original 
sample of Diana Ross's 
"I'm Coming Out." West 
End Blend's version, how-
ever, featured an expand-
ed freestyle featuring 
original lyrics alongside 
improvised sections. Yet 
the real crowd pleaser 
was The Isley Brother's 
"Shout." The energy kin-
dled in the venue mirrored 
the iconic scene in "Ani-
mal House." 
The night abruptly con-
cluded with the house's 
fire alarm going off due 
to unknown causes. One 
might contest that it was 
a product of the Mill's 
ability to host a sizzling 
event. The house acts as 
a welcoming space to all 
students of Trinity, and 
weekly meetings are held 
on Sunday's afternoons. 
They invite all students 
to be aware of upcoming 
events including student 
curated art galleries, 
the Electric Mill (a night 
of live EDM), a concert 
featuring The Rooks, a 
Wesleyan alumni-turned 
Brooklynites soul band, 
and a highly popular com -
pamon concert to Barn-
yard's Spring Weekend. 
Cinestudio Review: Chris Rock's comedy, "Top Five" 
TRIP SLAYMAKER '18 leering with a machete high his beautiful journalist friend present? cameo roles, (Sherri Shepherd) 
STAFF WRITER above his head, and a jungle in along the way. Top Five is not perfect: It with a few of Rock's fellow Sat-
As subversive and edgy 
as comedies about race in the 
United States should be, it 
still takes a careful and tal-
ented hand to get the job done 
the in right way. Luckily for 
us, Chris Rock is a clever man 
with a good sense of self, and 
he knows what he's doing. In 
the film, Rock plays Andre 
Allen, an African American 
comedian and recovering alco-
holic who is struggling to make 
it big in the world of serious 
drama. He feels as though his 
golden age may have passed 
him by. Allen can't bring him· 
self to act in another idiotic 
comedy about his signature 
character, "Hammy the Bear", 
a role which sees him confined 
to a bear costume. He is also 
beginning to realize that the 
world itself has changed since 
his heyday in standup comedy-
there is a black president in 
the White House, after all. In 
other words, the lines between 
races are breaking down, and 
Allen's comedy has suffered 
for it. 
So what can he do? Allen 
films his first dramatic role 
as the leader of the Haitian 
slave rebellion· a movie called 
"Uprize," which appears so ri-
diculous it could be real. "Up-
rize" is an unabashed rip-off 
of 2012's "Django Unchained." 
The hilarious poster for the fic-
tional movie shows Chris Rock 
the background. Top Five (which Rock also makes jumps from the tropes urday Night Live alumni, and 
The critical failure of his directed) is a curiously somber of a sharp and poignant drama some current members of the 
movie and his impending romantic comedy that appears to formulaic jokes that nev- show in the mix as well (look 
tabloid wedding to a Kar· at first to be about being black er quite land they way they for Jay Pharoah, Leslie Jones, 
dashian·esque woman whom in America. This is not, how- should. The upside, though, is Michael Che, and Tracy Mor· 
he hardly knows (honorable ever, the main conceit. Rock what amounts to a comedian's gan). There are a few A-listers 
mention for "Bring It On's" wants us to see the balance be- love letter to comedy itself, in the cast too, but as in reality, 
Gabrielle Union) force Rock's tween success and happiness and few things are more re· they might enjoy the luxury of 
character to take a good hard in a way that only he could ex· warding. discretion. It's better.to be sur-
look at his life since the early press it; to see that sometimes The best and funniest prised. These cameos are both 
2000's, and make some tough the humility and simple times scene in the movie comes delightful to see, and practical 
changes. So with the help of of the past outweigh the flashy when Rock's and Dawson's for the film. The celebrities are 
his New York Times interview· wealth and superficiality of characters go to Rock's child- Chris Rock's real friends, and 
er Chelsea Brown (Rosario Andre Allen's present, a place hood home in Brooklyn. There they keep the viewer grounded 
Dawson), he spends the day where all a comedy movie they meet his old friends, with in reality, serving to remind us 
delving into his urban roots, needs is Tyler Perry's alter ego whom he laughs, jokes, and that he is reinventing himself 
trying to discover what his life ''Madea" in a haunted house. reminisces for a good long both on-screen and off. 
has been missing all this time, It's just a matter of sorting while. The friends are almost Remember, it's a wonder· 
and growing ever closer to them out and choosing: past or all played by celebrities in ful positive jump for Rock 
COURTESY OF nydailynews.edu 
Chris Rock directed and starred in the new comedy "Top Five" along side Rosario Dawson. 
- his last directorial movie 
was 2007's generally panned 
rom·com "I Think I Love My 
Wife". The idea that he could 
have come from the world of 
his post-Madagascar slump to 
arrive at a solidly good movie 
in the style (not the quality) 
of Woody Allen is a strange 
thought indeed. The question 
is· what did he do? 
At the end of the living 
room scene, where Andre Al-
len has just met with his old 
friends, and is heading back 
home, Leslie Jones, SNL cast 
member and newly appointed 
Ghostbuster, shouts after him, 
''Don't forget where you came 
from!" It seems Chris Rock 
took that advice to heart, and 
gave us his finest work for a 
long time. 
SPORTS 
New England Patriots win this year's Super Bowl 
continued from page 1 
before halftime, Tom 
Brady threw a beautiful 
22·yard touchdown pass 
to Rob Gronkowski to re-
claim the lead. Seattle 
bounced back hard with a 
5 play scoring drive that 
ended in a Russell Wil-
son touchdown pass to 
receive Chris Matthews. 
The teams entered their 
locker rooms at a tie. 
After a colorful, shark 
infested, Katy Perry half· 
time show (shout-out 
to Missy Elliot) and a 
number of absurdly de· 
pressing commercials, 
the Seahawks and the 
Patriots took the field 
again, ready to grind out 
a final half of football. 
Nobody could have pre· 
dieted what was to come. 
Seattle took a quick 
three-point lead as Ste-
ven Hauschka nailed an 
easy 27·yard field goal. 
The Pats got the ball back 
and were on their way 
downfield when lineback· 
er Bobby Wagner inter-
cepted a Tom Brady pass 
intended for Gronkowski. 
Russell Wilson dropped 
back and hit Doug Bald· 
win in the end zone, giving 
Seattle a ten point edge. 
In the fourth quarter, 
New England shortened 
the deficit to just three 
points as Brady threw his 
third touchdown of the 
game with a 4-yard bullet 
to Danny Amendola. After 
a quick three-and-out, the 
ball was in Brady's hands, 
again. New England was 
now on their own 36-yard 
line preparing for their fi-
nal drive. After a classic 
Brady downfield march, 
including eight throws 
from shotgun and 9 yards 
on the ground, the Pats 
were poised for a final 
scoring chance on Seattle's 
3·yard line. Brady con· 
nected with Julian Edel· 
man for a 3-yard touch· 
down pass, his fourth 
and final of the game. 
With just two minutes 
to play, the Seahawks of· 
f ense took the field for 
their final chance at de· 
fending their title, and 
they nearly pulled it off. 
Wilson opened with a 
beautiful 31 ·yard pass to 
Lynch, followed by an out-
rageous 33·yard catch by 
Jermaine Kearse. Natu-
rally, the Seaha wks gave 
the ball to Lynch and 
he made it to the 1 -yard 
line before he was stuffed 
by defensive end Dont'a 
Hightower. With just one 
yard standing in the way 
of a Seahawks repeat 
championship, Russell 
Wilson dropped back and 
threw a quick pass up to 
the middle intended for 
Ricardo Lockette. The 
whole country watched 
Russell Wilson release the 
ball and prepared them· 
selves for a Seattle win. 
Tom Brady prepared to 
see his fourth ring slip 
from his fingers and Se· 
ahawks head coach Pete 
Carol, no doubt prepared 
for his celebratory Gato· 
rade shower. That is, until 
Patriots corner Malcolm 
Butler introduced him· 
self to the world. 
Lockette ran a quick 
slant route up the mid· 
dle, a play that results in 
a touchdown nine times 
out of ten. A play that we 
now know Malcolm Butler 
had been working on in 
practice this past week. 
Wilson dropped back, 
locked on to his receiver 
and let it fly. Malcolm 
Butler, the anonymous, 
undrafted rookie from the 
University of West Ala-
bama stepped forward, 
clashed with Lockette 
and came away with the 
ball. The game was over. 
The quiet corner back, 
who up until that point 
had only been known by 
just a small group of New 
England faithful, only 
played 14 defensive snaps 
this post season and had 
not even touched the field 
against the Baltimore Ra· 
vens just a few weeks ago, 
single handedly snuffed 
out the Seahawks' hopes 
of consecutive titles. A feat 
that interestingly enough 
was last accomplished 
by the New England Pa· 
triots in 2003 and 2004. 
Tom Brady was 
crowned Super Bowl MVP, 
rightfully so, with 328 
yards for four touchdowns. 
He also broke, tied or ex· 
tended eight Super Bowl 
records including most 
completions m a game 
(37), most completions in a 
half (20), most Super Bowl 
starts (6) and most career 
touchdown passes (13). 
Brady also joined the 
ranks of Joe Montana 
and Terry Bradshaw as 
the only quarterbacks in 
NFL history to win four 
Super Bowls as the start-
er. Head Coach Bill Beli · 
chick also inconspicuously 
tied Chuck Noll's record 
for most Super Bowl wins 
by a head coach, just two 
weeks after he earned the 
record for most post·sea · 
son wins (22) by a head 
coach after defeating the 
Indianapolis Colts in 
the AFC Championship. 
And so it goes that Tom 
Brady solidified his lega -
cy, Bill Belichick remind· 
ed the country that as 
long as he is around, the 
Patriots can and will win, 
Malcolm Butler carved 
his name into the walls 
of football history, Rich· 
ard Sherman shed a tear, 
Marshawn Lynch contin· 
ued to say nothing, Pete 
Carol pounded his head 
against the wall and Rob 
Gronkowski has no doubt 
been awake celebrating 
since the clock ran out. 
The Patriots are back. 
They did not cheat, 
they did not tamper 
with their footballs and 
they certainly did not 
let their dynasty fizzle 
out. Cue the Duckboats. 
Amherst avenges loss: Trinity still remains No. 1 
SAMANTHA BEATI '18 · ••• .,, " away scored one. This 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
A 10 game winning 
streak was broken on Fri· 
day night when the Ban· 
tams visited the Amherst 
College Lord Jeffs in a 
tough road loss. The game 
was filled with exciting 
plays and penalties, but 
the win ultimately gave 
the Lord Jeffs a three 
game win streak bringing 
their record to 12·3-2 (8-
3·0 NESCAC), while the 
Bantams left the game 
with a record of 14·2·1 (9-
1-1 NESCAC). 
Amherst started the 
scoring mid-way through 
the first period when at 
9:21, Jake Turrin put it 
past Bantams goalie Na-
thaniel Heilbron '16. This 
gave Amherst a goal ad-
vantage going into the sec· 
ond period, which turned 
out to be helpful when 
Amherst's Mike Rowboth-
am scored early in the sec· 
ond period giving them a 
2-0 lead. 
Trinity's own Paul 
Burns '15 was able to score 
mid-way through the sec· 
ond period on a Bantam 
power play that finally al-
lowed them to put a score 
I 
COURTESY OF nescac.com 
Michael Hawkrigg '16 was named NESCAC Men's Ice Hockey Player of the Week. 
on the board. Amherst's iel Heilbron '16 out of the abled them to go into their 
Aaron Deutsch towards game with 33 seconds Saturday afternoon game 
the end of the second peri- left to put another skater at Hamilton College with 
od brought the momentum on the ice, but this didn't a desire to win. It seemed 
back to the Lord Jeffs, in a give Trinity the help that as though Hamilton nev-
goal that would end up be- they wanted to have. The er had a chance, when 
coming the game winner. game was a back and forth on a power play, Jackson 
During the third period battle, that the Bantams Brewer '15 scored his fifth 
Trinity's Ethan Holdaway ultimately were not able goal of the season late in 
'17 would give the Ban· secure with a win. the first period. This gave 
tams their second goal, The loss was a tough Trinity the advantage 
but by then the damage one for the Bantams which when in the second period 
had already been done. ultimately broke their 10 Elie Vered '16 scored two 
They took goalie Nathan- game win streak, but en· goals while Ethan Hold-
brought the score to 4-0 
to begin the third period 
and forced Hamilton to 
take out their goalie Zach 
Arnold in favor of rookie 
Tim Nowacki to see if they 
could change the outcome 
of the game. 
In the third period, 
Hamilton was finally able 
to secure a goal during a 
power play, but the goal 
was not able to alter the 
momentum that Trin-
ity had held the entire 
game. Despite the change 
in goaltending made by 
Hamilton, this still en· 
abled Trinity to score 2 
goals late in the period 
by Michael Hawkrigg '16 
and Anthony Sabitsky '18. 
This further allowed Trin-
ity to put the game away 
and win 6-1 over Hamil-
ton. 
The Bantams ended 
the weekend on a high 
note with the win against 
Hamilton and finished 
with a record of 15-2-1 
(10-1 -1 NESCAC). They 
still remain no. 1 in the 
conference and will next 
face head out on the road 
again to Middlebury Fri-
day night, and then take 
on Williams on Saturday. 
OJrtnttu <ttnlltgt Inside Sports: Athlete of the Week & Squash 
Squash programs take control of national rankings 
JUSTIN FORTIER '18 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Students packed the Kell· 
ner Center to watch the Yale 
Bulldogs take on the Trinity 
Bantams two weeks ago for a 
Squash Senior Day extrava· 
ganza for both the women and 
men's teams. At the start of 
the match the Trinity Men's 
Team was ranked no. 2 overall 
in the national team rankings, 
trailing only to St. Lawrence, 
a team that they had beat a 
week earlier. The women en· 
tered the match as the no. 3 
team, being one of three teams 
with a perfect record. Both 
Trinity teams emergered vie· 
torious from the Yale match, 
each with decisive wins. The 
men's team won 8· 1 and the 
women 7·2. 
Despite the final score lines 
there was a great deal of ex· 
citement in individual match 
play. Both Moustafa Hama -
da '15 and Julia LeCoq '18 
played thrilling 5 set matches 
in which they came back from 
losing the first two sets. When 
players on the women's team 
like Kanzy El Defrawy '16, 
Raneem Sharaf '15, Karolina 
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Holinkova '18 all easily won in 
three sets, it was good to have 
some close matches to keep the 
game interesting. 
Yale's Liam McClintock 
'17, playing at No. 4, dropped 
his first two games to Trinity's 
Karan Malik '15 with the Bull-
dogs already facing an 8-0 defi-
cit. However, McClintock came 
back to life with a determined 
11 ·4 win in the third game. 
From there, he fought his way 
to the finish, taking the final 
two games 14·12, 13·11 with 
a dogged effort that ensured 
Yale would not leave the men's 
match empty-handed. 
After the Yale match, Trin-
ity took top seed nationally for 
both the men and the women, 
but as the men's next match 
would prove, the road to the 
national championship is far 
from over. 
The University of Roch· 
ester might not be known by 
most of the students on Trinity 
campus, but the Yellow jacket's 
men's team has been a top ten 
team for quite some time. No. 
5 ranked, Rochester entered 
the match last Saturday with a 
6-3 record, but would improve 
to 7-3 after they shockingly 
beat Trinity 5·4. This was the 
Bantam's first loss to an NCAA 
Division III opponent since a 
7·2 setback at Amherst in the 
1995·96 seasons. This defeat 
in no way detracts from the 
strength of the Trinity squad, 
but does emphasize what was 
foreshadowed in the 2011 · 
2012 season; the competition 
is stronger than ever in college 
squash, and a recreation of the 
absolute dynasty Trinity once 
had will be near impossible to 
recreate. 
On Sunday Jan. 25, both 
the women and the men added 
another win against Cornell. 
Kanzy El Defrawy '16 led the 
women's team from the num· 
her one position to a 9·0 win 
over the Cornell Big Red to ad· 
vance the team's record to 12· 
0. Vrishab Kotian '17 led the 
men to an 8· 1 win, to secure 
the team's 12·1 record. 
Due to the massive snow· 
storm last Tuesday, the 
planned matches for Harvard 
was rescheduled to Feb. 10 
for the men and Feb. 4 for 
the Women. The NESCAC 
championships are this com-
ing weekend, and both Trinity 
teams are positioned to take 
a well-deserved title, before 
moving on to secure the Na· 
tional Championship later this 
month. 
Basketball: men dominate, while women struggle 
RYAN MURPHY '17 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
The 2014-2015 season has 
brought a reversal of fortunes 
for the Trinity basketball 
teams. On the one hand, the 
men have gone from 6·6 in 
NESCAC play in 2013·2014, 
to first place in the confer· 
ence with three games left 
in the season. Unfortunately, 
the women's team has had to 
deal with the loss of six se-
niors, and have struggled to 
a 6-12 mark thus far. 
The men's success can be 
attributed to the fact that 
they lost no key players from 
last season. All nine players 
that played significant min· 
utes in 2013-2014 are back 
and playing at a higher level 
this season. 
This year's squad's big· 
gest addition came in the 
form of transfer Andrew 
Hurd '16. The guard original· 
ly played at Division·l Cen-
tral Connecticut State Uni-
versity, and has provided the 
Bantams with a reliable man 
off the bench, who is often on 
the court with fellow point 
guard, and leading scorer, 
Jaquann Starks '16 at the 
end of games. 
The emergence of Chris 
Turnbull '17 and Rick Nay-
lor '16 as knockdown outside 
shooters has helped the Ban· 
tams average 69.8 points per 
game, nearly 4 more than in 
2013-2014. Naylor said the 
biggest difference is that this 
team "is much more experi-
enced and understands what 
it takes to win games." 
In the frontcourt, the 
growth of Ed Ogundeko '1 7 
and Shay Ajayi '16, paired 
with the experience of Co-Cap· 
tains George Papadeas '15 
and Alex Conaway '15, has 
given the Bantams an advan-
tage in the paint against most 
teams. The big men combine 
for over 35 points and 24 re· 
bounds per game. 
Ogundeko cites that his 
biggest change from his fresh· 
man season is his "improved 
jump shooting and free throw 
shooting." At 6'5," he is a 
physical presence down low, 
and the ability to stretch de· 
fenders out to defend his shot 
helps spread the floor. 
Co-captains Hart Glied-
man '15 and Steve Spirou '15 
are the glue of the team, not 
necessarily putting up big 
numbers, but leading by ex· 
ample for the younger guys. 
Gliedman unfortunately 
suffered a hamstring injury 
against Amherst on Jan. 24, 
but has remained vital to the 
team as a vocal leader. 
The Bantams are current-
ly 16·5 (6·1 NESCAC) after 
two hard-fought victories 
over conference foes Bowdoin 
and Colby. With three games 
left on the schedule, all on 
the road against conference 
opponents, the Bantams look 
to maintain their spot as the 
top team in the NESCAC, 
and make a run in the na · 
tional tournament. 
The women's team hasn't 
had quite the same success 
this season. They've had to 
overcome the loss of six se· 
niors, including All-NESCAC 
forward Hannah Brickley 
and the rest of their starting 
line up. However, there have 
been some bright spots for 
the lady Bantams this sea-
son. 
Center Mackenzie Griffin 
'16 is playing at an all·con· 
ference level, averaging 14. 7 
points and 6.8 rebounds per 
game. Fellow center, Emily 
Llerena '18, has stepped up 
this season as well, leading 
all freshmen on the team in 
scoring and rebounding. 
The team's biggest win 
came against rival Bates, in 
which they rallied from a 15 
point deficit to notch their 
first conference win of the 
year. Guard, Taylor Higgins 
'15 played a huge role in the 
victory, tallying 16 points and 
4 assists. She said they "have 
grown as a team and faced a 
lot of adversity and injuries 
to key players," including 
herself, Alexa Menard '16, 
and Sheena Landy '17. 
Due to the injuries, many 
younger players have had 
_ to step up. Guards Alexa 
Menard '16 and Christina 
Raiti '16 have played solidly 
all season, and will help the 
Bantams make a push in the 
final games to play in in the 
NESCAC tournament. 
COURTESY OF nothingbutnescac.com 
Leading scorer Jaquann Starks '16 runs a tight ship from the point guard position. 
